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In this paper, a new procedure of the q-homotopy analysis technique (NTq-HAM) was submitted for 
solving non-linear initial value problems. The NTq-HAM contains just a single convergence control 
parameter α. To show the dependability and proficiency of the technique, this approach is applied to 
solve two non-linear IVPs, and the outcomes uncover that the NTq-HAM is more general of the He's 
homotopy perturbation technique (HPM) [27] and the He's HPM is only special case of the NTq-
HAM when α = 1. 
Keywords: q-Homotopy analysis technique, Initial value problem, Convergence control parameter. 
 
1 Introduction 
The homotopy analysis technique (HAM) is created in 1992 by Liao [19-26] . It is an analytical 
approach to get the series solutions of linear and nonlinear problems. The distinction with the 
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In this paper, new strategy of the q-homotopy analysis method (NTq-HAM) proposed for solving 
linear and nonlinear IVPs. To show the dependability and productivity of the technique, this 
approach is applied to solve two IVPs. The accomplishment of this approach lies in the fact that the 
NTq-HAM provides a non zero convergence-control parameter α which can be utilized to adjust and 
control the convergence region and rate of the series solutions obtained. The illustrative examples 
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